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The Inscrutable Question: Flouting Time Results in Foolishness; Redeeming Time Results in Understanding and Insight, Eph 5:17
	13)	This lack of wisdom results in a foolishness that is characteristic of the unbeliever, as noted by Paul in:
Romans 1:21 - Because when they knew God they did not honor Christ as God, nor did they feel obligated to thank Him.  In fact, as a result of their negative volition they received worthless ideas and their ignorant heart was darkened.
Romans 1:22 - Although they claimed to be wise they became fools.
1 Corinthians 1:18 - For the word of the Cross is to them who are perishing [ unbelievers ] foolishness, but to us who are saved, it is the power of God [ delegated omnipotence for the fulfillment of the spiritual life ].
	14)	The antonym of ¥frwn / aphron / is:
fr»n / phren / -	“thinking; understanding”  This refers to the capacity to utilize an inventory of ideas and come to a conclusion
	15)	Both the believer and the unbeliever possess an inventory of ideas that is related to the status quo of their souls, either spiritual or carnal. 
	16)	Both of these inventories are contrasted in a passage we recently noted:
Romans 8:5 - For those who are in conformity with the flesh [ under the influence of the first husband, the sinful nature ] keep thinking [ fronšw / phroneo /: the verb form of fr»n / phren / ] about the things of the flesh; but those who are in conformity with the Spirit [ filling of the Holy Spirit ] keep thinking about the Spirit [ His mentorship in the double-column advance ].
v. 6 - 	Consequently, the way of thinking [ a noun form: frÒnhma / phronema / ] of the flesh [ status quo carnality under the control of the sinful nature ] is death [ carnal death ], but the way of thinking of the Spirit [ status quo spirituality ] is life and harmony [ time redeemed in the light plus harmonious rapport with God ].
	17)	The “way of thinking” possessed by the carnal believer not only imitates the thinking of the unbeliever it is classified as ¥frwn / aphron /: “foolish.”
	18)	We can see how low you can go in this status quo by consulting our Lord’s scathing analysis of the Pharisees in:
Luke 11:39 - But the Lord said to the Pharisee, “Now you Pharisees clean the outside of the cup and of the platter; but inside of you, you are full of robbery and wickedness.
v. 40 -	“You foolish ones [ ¥frwn / aphron / ], did not He who made the outside make the inside also?”
	19)	The believers in Ephesus are involved in deeds of darkness, both ascetic and licentious, and as a result they are acting as fools and are ordered to stop it.
	20)	Recovery starts with the redemption of time starting with rebound: confession alone to God alone.
	21)	Time redeemed must be invested into Bible study under the mentorship of the Holy Spirit and motivated by reciprocal love for God.
	22)	When the advance is resumed then the inventory of invisible assets associated with status quo spirituality is utilized by the Holy Spirit to teach doctrine and develop divine viewpoint in the mind of the believer.
	23)	Thus the mandate to stop becoming foolish is countered by a positive command, introduced by the adversative conjunction:
¢ll£ / alla / -	“but”		Used to establish a contrast between ignorance and knowledge of doctrine.  When there is ignorance of doctrine there is no motivation and no momentum can be developed.  Knowledge of doctrine develops reciprocal love motivation from which comes momentum.  The conjunction is followed by the present active imperative of the verb:
sun…hmi / suniemi / -	“to understand; comprehend; gain insight; to know the underlying principles”
	24)	Comprehension of academic subjects is dependent upon the human IQ of an individual.  Also, lack of aptitude, ability, and motivation are further barriers to advancement in categories of human knowledge.
	25)	However, there is no limit to what can be comprehended in the spiritual realm.  Human IQ plus the filling of the Holt Spirit equals spiritual IQ.
	26)	Under the mentorship of the Holy Spirit all things can be learned, retained, recalled, and applied.  These are the mechanics of redeeming and investing time and results in dividends.
	27)	The etymology of  sun…hmi / suniemi / is helpful in seeing how it applies to our context:
	Homer, in the ninth century b.c., used the word for the assembly of troops for attack.

By the fifth century b.c., Herodotus used it in an abstract sense to describe the assembling of one’s thoughts.
Likewise did his contemporary, Socrates, who used it for the organization of one’s thoughts.
	28)	By the time of the first century a.d., the word had come to mean: awareness or consciousness of something as the result of mental perception.
	29)	Out of this came the noun:
sÚnesij / sunesis / -	“the faculty of comprehension; intelligence; acuteness; insight.”
	30)	The spiritual application refers to a knowledge of the Word of God that is totally apart from any philosophical connotation.
	31)	The object of this verb has to do with organizing your thoughts so that you will know what the will of God is.
	32)	As you grow in grace there develops in the stream of consciousness an inventory of doctrinal concepts that weave a tapestry of divine viewpoint.
	33)	As this growth continues the thinking of God becomes more in focus and as it does you are able to perceive from this developing inventory an ever-sharpening picture of God’s will for your life.
	34)	The breakdown of the verb sun…hmi / suniemi / is as follows:
present:		Progressive; an action in progress or a state of persistence thus present linear action.
active:		The believer produces the action by advancing in the double column.
imperative:	Command; a positive mandate, following “stop being foolish,” to “start learning doctrine.”


